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The Institute of Oriental studies of the Academy of Sciences of Uzbekistan at Tashkent
contains a large collection of medieval Arabic and Persian manuscripts, many of which
have mathematical content [8].
The collection includes a relatively small number of works by well-known medieval
Islamic authors. Examples are the Book of Instruction in the Elements of the Art of Astrology
(kita¯b al-tafhı¯m li-awa¯’il s
.
ina’at al-tanjı¯m) by Abu’l-Ray
˙
ha¯n al-Bı¯ru¯nı¯ (973–1048) [3], the
Well-Founded Propositions (ashka¯l al-ta’sı¯s) by Shams al-Dı¯n al-Samarqandı¯ (13th c.) [4;
13, 86], and the Astronomical Tables (zı¯j) by Ulu¯gh Beg (1394–1449) [14]. Another example
is the precious manuscript 8990, which consists of three works of Na
˙
sı¯r ad-Dı¯n al-
˙
Tu¯sı¯
(1201–1274): the cosmographical Treatise Dedicated to Mu‘ı¯n al-Dı¯n, the Collection on
Arithmetic by Means of Table and Dust, and the Thirty Chapters of Calendar Knowledge
[9, 2:398–406, no. M14, A10, A16], as well as the comments of Ni
˙
za¯m al-Dı¯n al-Naisa¯bu¯rı¯
[9, 2:437–439] on these works. At the end of the arithmetical treatise of al-
˙
Tu¯sı¯ it is said
that the manuscript was copied in 1424 from an exemplar that al-Naisa¯bu¯rı¯ had copied from
the original in 1265. Like manuscript no. 8990, many other manuscripts in the collection
also consist of several treatises, often by different authors, and sometimes these individual
works deserve attention because of their mathematical content. Thus, for example, a hitherto
unknown work by Abu’l-Wafa¯ al-Bu¯zja¯nı¯ (10th century) on theoretical arithmetic [7] was
discovered in the large manuscript 4750 [9, 2:177, no. M1].
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However, most treatises in the collection are not works by the top mathematicians or
astronomers of the golden age of Islamic science (9th–15th centuries), but textbooks (some-
times the notes of lectures that were given in a madrasah, i.e., a school connected to the
mosque) or works written for practical purposes. These may, for example, be mathemat-
ical encyclopedias or manuals on the division of inheritance in accordance with Islamic
law, requiring the solution of arithmetical and very simple algebraic problems. Many such
manuscripts may be found in the Tashkent collection.
Most documents in the collection were written in the cities of Central Asia, usually
in the 15th–17th centuries, although earlier and later manuscripts can also be found. The
manuscripts mainly consist of works by mathematicians and astronomers of the 12th–
16th centuries. Their scientific level depends on the place and time of their composition
and also on the competence of the compiler. From the mathematical point of view, the
manuscripts from the 18th or 19th centuries are of lesser interest. Nevertheless, they still
warrant attention since they inform us about the general level of mathematical education
in Central Asia in these later periods. Obviously, this level is characterized not only by the
treatises of remarkable thinkers but also by ordinary text and reference books. An example
is the manuscript 2245, dating from the second half of the 18th century. The treatises in
this manuscript give a clear impression of the interests and needs of mathematicians who
worked in Bukhara in this period, about which little is known to historians of science [11].
The number of manuscript copies of a medieval mathematical work is an indication of
its interest for contemporaries and later mathematicians. Thus, the collection in Tashkent
includes several copies of the Essence of Arithmetic (khula¯
˙
sat al-
˙
hisa¯b) of Baha¯’ al-Dı¯n
al-‘ ¯Amulı¯ (1547–1622), one of the most popular works on mathematics in Central Asia as
well as in other parts of the Eastern Islamic world. This work is available in translations
into French [1] and German [12], and a Russian translation [10] has been published re-
cently. Other examples of such popular works are the treatises on arithmetic and algebra
by the 12th-century lawyer and mathematician, Sira¯j al-Dı¯n Abu¯
˙
Ta¯hir Mu
˙
hammad al-
Saja¯wandı¯ [9, 2:360]. His Classification of Arithmetic (tajnı¯s f ı¯’l-
˙
hisa¯b), Treatise of Algebra
(risa¯lat al-jabr wa’l-muqa¯bala), and also the treatise Inheritances of Sira¯j al-Dı¯n (al-fara¯’i
˙
d
al-sira¯jiya) on the mathematics of inheritance have come down to us in numerous manu-
scripts, many of which were written at the end of the 18th or the beginning of the 19th
century. Judging from catalogues of manuscripts and bibliographical literature [9, 2:360],
the works of al-Saja¯wandı¯ were essentially unknown in other parts of the Eastern Islamic
world. But in Central Asia, al-Saja¯wandı¯ was a leading authority for many centuries. His
works were studied, for instance, in the scientific school of Ulugh Beg in 15th-century
Samarkand, as attested in a letter written by al-Ka¯shı¯ [2, 50; 5, 194].
A significant number of mathematical and astronomical manuscripts in the collection
consist of the works of members of the astronomical school of Mara¯gha (Iran, 13th cen-
tury) under the direction of Na
˙
sı¯r al-Dı¯n al-
˙
Tu¯sı¯, mentioned above. Since these works and
commentaries can be found in manuscripts of different periods, they must have been popular
for a very long time. They were the basis of many (often anonymous) textbooks on the exact
sciences in Central Asian madrasahs (schools).
We have completed a description and comparative analysis of the works of Na
˙
sı¯r
al-Dı¯n al-
˙
Tu¯sı¯ and the scientists of his circle (al-Naisa¯bu¯rı¯, mentioned above, Qu
˙
tb
al-Dı¯n al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯, mentioned below, and others) in the collection in Tashkent. The results
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allow us not only to estimate their role in the history of science in Central Asia but also
to discover traces of their influence on the scientists of more recent times, including the
members of the Samarkand scientific school of the 15th century.
In medieval Central Asia, the most popular treatise on mathematics was The Brilliant
Treatise on Arithmetic (al-risa¯lat al-shamsiya fi l-
˙
hisa¯b) by al-Naisa¯bu¯rı¯, dealing with arith-
metic, algebra, and geometry. The Tashkent collection includes seven complete manuscripts
of this work, and there are fragments about the arithmetic of fractions (sometimes without
indication of the author) in other manuscripts in the collection.
It is possible that the above-mentioned treatises of al-Saja¯wandı¯ were the standard math-
ematical textbooks at the lower level of training in Central Asia, and that the Brilliant
Treatise of al-Naisa¯bu¯rı¯ was used by those who studied mathematics more deeply and inde-
pendent of the needs of jurisprudence. That this work was written primarily for astronomers
is indicated by the central place of a chapter on the operations with sexagesimal fractions,
entitled “On the Calculation by the Methods of Astronomers.” The Brilliant Treatise was
used as a mathematical encyclopedia and had a great influence on later authors and works:
Sa‘d al-Dı¯n al-Taftaza¯nı¯ (1322–1390) [9, 2:467–468, no. 420a], a well-known scientist who
worked at the court of Tamerlane, wrote notes to the Brilliant Treatise that are to be found
in many manuscripts which were used as textbooks of mathematics in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The impact of the Brilliant Treatise can also be seen in the famous 15th-century
Key of Arithmetic (mifta¯
˙
h al-
˙
hisa¯b) of Ghiya¯th al-Dı¯n Jamshı¯d al-Ka¯shı¯ [6], and also in the
main arithmetical treatise [9, 2:504, no. M2] of ‘Alı¯ al-Ku¯shjı¯ (died 1494), another famous
member of the Samarkand scientific school.
Qu
˙
tb al-Dı¯n al-Shı¯ra¯zı¯ (1236–1311) was another member of the Mara¯gha astronomical
school who left a large scientific heritage. He authored a scientific encyclopedia, The Pearl
of the Crown for Adornment of Duba¯j (durrat at-ta¯j li-ghurra al-Duba¯j), on the fundamentals
of logic, philosophy, physics, mathematics, ethics, and theology, in which the mathematical
sciences are subdivided into arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music according to the
ancient tradition. The popularity of this work is reflected by the great number of manuscript
copies in the libraries of Europe and Asia [9, 2:427–428]. The Institute of Oriental Studies
preserves many manuscripts of this treatise, as well as commentaries by different authors.
Recent research has shown that these commentaries were the basis of most text-books on
mathematics (often anonymous) belonging to the 18th and 19th centuries and can be found
in many manuscripts.
Thus, as the above examples show, the study of manuscripts in the Tashkent library
can provide a rich source of new information on the later periods of the Islamic scientific
tradition in Central Asia.
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